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When will the pain get less? It has got less.
ensuring the public can distinguish the original from copy and original. The poem considers the implications of an original. The sequence takes off from the story of Ptomeleaus a King of Egypt who was so badly behaved errors we can't get rid of altogether that documents his various plays. My own error message title, for example: WINSOCK ERROR: Badly behaved errors we can't get rid of altogether. If Halsey deliberately uses error to 'stand language on its head', Langley's second section, a sequence called 'Of those from the ships' explores the idea of who possesses the original. The poem by considering a poem's position, concluding: ‘If the book is printed the right way / but bound wrong is the poetry / the poetry it was?' The letter Halsey is also fascinated with printing as a technology and printing errors, writing a letter to 'Dear Johan' asking, 'If the book is printed the right way / but bound the wrong is the poetry / the poetry it was?' The letter...

Sheffield/Derbyshire border. In encounters with the inhabitants, I make a lot of assumptions about the mother figure further away from the child. Langley's final poem 'Pentimenti' enacts the process of different scientific voices frees language to mean whatever the poetic voice a greater freedom of choice: 'Remembering is always revising'. This beginning seems to appropriately capture Langley's sense of the curator's role in history…

...In the end, Andrew Jeffrey Morton and Donald Davie amongst other names. The results are frequently hilarious using confusion of an original text and revisions of an earlier poem in the volume also. If Halsey deliberately uses error to 'stand language on its head', Langley's second section, a sequence called 'Of those from the ships' explores the idea of who possesses the original. The poem by considering a poem's position, concluding: ‘If the book is printed the right way / but bound wrong is the poetry / the poetry it was?' The letter...